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e-Infrastructure Analysis with MainControl’s MC/EMpower i.advise™ MainControl’s i.advise can help you track, manage and analyze the information you need about your technology investment in order to meet corporate goals. With i.advise you can fully leverage information about your vendors, costs, contracts, orders, service requests and more to easily identify business trends, opportunities and potential problem areas. i.advise is based on OLAP technology that MainControl utilizes as a result of a best of breed partnership with Cognos. MainControl offers analysis and reporting capabilities through pre-defined “power cubes” in the areas of asset costs and allocation service management, procurement and financial management. The “power cubes” are built from data that is extracted from a source relational database or data warehouse and packaged into a heavily indexed data mart. Indexing enables data access by dimensions, categories, and measures. We can also develop customized reports to provide you additional information for planning and managing your e-infrastructure. These “power cubes” contain calculated data that allows the analyst to perform more meaningful analysis than “canned” reports, often at a higher level of abstraction. Once a trend or exception has been identified, it is possible to drill down to data at the root cause of the problem or area of interest. Each of the above mentioned “power cube” modules has been carefully crafted to include the necessary dimensions and measures to the given subject matter. The remainder of this document discusses case scenarios for the different cubes.



Benefits: ■



■ ■ ■



■



Turning technology asset data into business intelligence.



Improve access to up-to-date information on the e-infrastructure to enable more informed decisions. Enable thorough analysis to help identify business trends and potential problem areas. Leverage your investment in the technology information repository. Reduce the time technology staff spends on producing and delivering reports, enabling more time on strategic, value added projects Lower support and service costs by providing a centrally managed, automated reporting solution.



Cost & Allocation Scenario The cost allocation-modeling cube allows an organization to view valuable information about the costs that they incur for technology assets and their supplementary service agreements. Organizations can review costs, internal cost-recovery rates, and the quantities associated with each from a host of concurrent business perspectives, which provides a unique insight into the way in which expenses are created and distributed. The prospective combinations of cost views are exhaustive. Views can be constructed that concurrently present business factors that constantly impact each other, but are not normally presented together. For example, an analyst can construct a view of costs for a specific type of hardware made by a certain manufacturer and see how those costs differ based upon whether the equipment has primarily been acquired via a lease or purchase agreement. In addition to planned analysis, the cost model cube uncovers hidden information about practices that are occurring within the organization without any previous indication of problems. The analysis may initiate research that would not otherwise be pursued, and, ultimately, the discovery of problems that would otherwise go undetected. It brings forward previously unknown trends, gaps, and “spikes” in costs, as well as other anomalies that have continued unabated as a result of existing business practices.



Business Problem As an manager or analyst, you have a need to review organization costs and determine what trends have occurred in your company. Various responsibility centers have approached you requesting information regarding what leasing costs they have incurred for their laptops at all corporate facilities over the past year.



Report Output



Business Solution The analyst will now be in a position to service the cost request. Costs appear to run between $100.00 and $600.00 monthly, averaging in the high $300.00’s and “dipping” during the summer months.
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Service Management Scenario A multi-dimensional cube is available with i.advise that enables a powerful analysis of an organization’s service activity. This service management cube allows an organization to view information about the problems, questions or enhancement requests that are reported for technology assets and their supplementary service agreements. Organizations can review inquiry counts and the planned and actual days those inquiries were open from a host of concurrent perspectives, which offers insight into the way in which inquiries are created and distributed. There are numerous prospective combinations of service request views. Views can be constructed that concurrently present business factors that constantly impact each other, but are not normally presented together. In addition, the service management cube uncovers hidden information about practices that are occurring within the organization without any previous indication of problems. An analysis may detect a trend towards slower resolution rates for specific responsible persons, or towards increased high priority problems that are set aside. It brings forward previously unknown trends, gaps, and “spikes” in service inquiries, as well as other anomalies that have continued unabated as a result of existing service center practices.



Business Problem As a service manager you have a need to review service inquiry metrics and determine what trends have occurred in your organization. You wish to conduct an analysis of how problem inquiries increased or decreased in terms of open and closed requests, based on the inquiry priority.



Report Output



Business Solution The final model view(s) show the open/closed trends in either a 3D format (shown above), or graph format (shown below):
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Report Output



Procurement Scenario A multi-dimensional cube is available with i.advise that enables a powerful analysis of procurement activity. This cube enables an organization to view information about the orders created as part of the procurement process. Organizations can review order item counts and quantities and costs associated with these from a host of concurrent perspectives, which offers insight into procurement practices. There are numerous prospective combinations of order item views. Views can be constructed that concurrently present business factors that constantly impact each other, but are not normally presented together. The procurement management cube can uncover hidden information about practices that are occurring within the organization without any previous indication of problems. An analysis may detect a trend towards an increase in partially completed order items for specific target accounts or towards increased item quantities ordered from a given supplier during the previous period. It brings forward previously unknown trends, gaps, and “spikes” in asset orders, as well as other anomalies that have continued unabated as a result of existing procurement practices.
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Business Problem As a procurement manager you have a need to review procurement information and determine what trends have occurred in your organization. You wish to conduct an analysis of the costs associated with order items with different order statuses.



Report Output



Business Solution In this analysis, most orders placed during 1999 have been completed as expected. Costs averaged at $50,000 through the year until spiking in the summer and almost disappearing thereafter. It is interesting to note that there are partially fulfilled orders that have been open for several months. Drilling-down on the Partially Fulfilled would reveal approximately $370 outstanding.



Financial Management Scenario A multi-dimensional cube is available with i.advise that enables a powerful analysis of financial activity. It enables an organization to view information about budgeted and actual costs incurred as part of the technology asset acquisition process. Organizations can review actual and budgeted costs and the item quantities and variances associated with these from a host of concurrent perspectives, which offers insight into what comprises the payment process. There are numerous prospective combinations of planned and actual payment views. Views can be constructed that concurrently present business factors that constantly impact each other, but are not normally presented together. The financial management cube can uncover hidden information about practices that are occurring within the organization without any previous indication of problems. An analysis may detect a trend towards an increase in capitalized payments for a specific cost center
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or an increase in item quantities associated with specific budget accounts during the previous period. It brings forward previously unknown trends, gaps, and “spikes” in payment occurrences, as well as other anomalies that have continued unabated as a result of existing financial practices.



Business Problem As an executive or manager you have a need to review payment information and determine what trends have occurred in your organization. You wish to conduct a traditional planned and actual cost variance analysis.



Report Output



Business Solution The value of the analysis was the unanticipated detection of data and/or process deficiencies. Obviously, the original cost variance analysis cannot be approached until these deficits are researched and addressed.



Copyright 2000 MainControl, Inc. All rights reserved. MainControl is a registered trademark and MC/EMpower i.series is a trademark of MainControl, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.
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